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GUADALCANAL
Historical Overview
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From August 1942 to February 1943, Japanese and U.S.
troops wage an epic land/sea battle for control of
Guadalcanal and the trade route to Australia. Victory is a
question of time and resources.

Description: Guadalcanal is
a large island with bases at
both ends. A strategically
placed village plays an
important role, because it
can be used as an advanced
base for either side.
Conquest Map Type: Headon map
Objective: Maintain control
of more than half the
control points on the map.
Available Multiplayer
Games: Capture the Flag,
Team Death Match, Co-op,
Conquest

Infantry and armor are your biggest assets in the difficult
terrain of Guadalcanal.

Summary
If it weren't for the falling bombs and persistent shelling, Guadalcanal would make a great
vacation resort. Its rolling green hills and flawless shoreline are deceptively tranquil. The
American Airfield lies at the north end of the island; the Japanese Airfield is in the south.
In between are four control points. Each side holds an elevated Bunker control point at
the outset. The other two control points are up for grabs. Victory requires holding at
least three points, which means capturing the two neutral points while holding the original Bunker.
In multiplayer games, the addition of naval vessels adds another dimension to this
map, allowing offshore bombardments and amphibious landings.

Fighter
Fighter-Bomber
Dive Bomber
Heavy Bomber

Destroyer
Aircraft Carrier
Battleship
Landing Craft
Submarine

ICONS

Machinegun
Anti-Aircraft Gun
Coastal Artillery Gun
Anti-Tank Gun

Ammo Box
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Base
Control Point
First Aid Cabinet/Crate
Repair Platform/Hangar
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Heavy Tank
Light Tank
Tank Destroyer
Half-track
Car
Artillery
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Bases & Control Points
American Airfield

Location: Map Grid C4
Vehicles:
3 M4 Sherman
2 M7 Priest
1 M3 Half-Track
2 Willys Overland Jeep MB
2 F4U Corsair
1 SBD-6 Dauntless

Defensive Features:
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3 AA Guns

The American Airfield sprawls across the island's north
coast. A motor pool is located along the east side, along
with a couple of Repair Platforms and almost all the
ground vehicle spawn points.
Clustered vehicles make this area vulnerable to artillery
and air strikes, but in most cases the enemy concentrates
these attacks elsewhere. The actual airstrip is along the
west side, and there's a Repair Hangar to the south.
The base has two entry points, one
south of the motor pool and another
south of the Repair Hangar. A massive
ground assault against the Airfield is
unlikely, but don't be surprised to see a
few mischievous Japanese soldiers sabotaging vehicles or stealing airplanes. Such
raids are common during Capture the
Flag games.
Use the nearby guard towers to spot
any activity along the main road leading
through the Airfield. A couple of scouts
in these high towers can bring an end to
small-scale incursions.

Other:
1 American Flag (CTF)
2 Repair Platforms
1 Repair Hangar
3 Ammo Boxes
3 First Aid Cabinets

Japanese Airfield
Location: Map Grid E6
Vehicles:
3 Chi Ha 97
2 SdKfz.124 Wespe
1 Hanomag Sdkfz.251
2 VW Type 82 Kübelwagen
2 A6M Zeke/Zero
1 Aichi D3A1 Val

Defensive Features:
3 AA Guns
The Japanese Airfield, along the island's south coast,
features a lengthy airstrip and a centralized motor pool,
Other:
much like the American Airfield. To the northwest, a
1 Japanese Flag (CTF)
mountain topped with a radar station towers over the two
2 Repair Platforms
main facilities. This obstacle makes it difficult to hit the
1 Repair Hangar
Airfield with artillery and air strikes originating from the
other side.
3 Ammo Boxes
The south approach is wide open, however, and vulner3 First Aid Cabinets
able to naval shelling. A shallowly sloped broad beach also
makes the Airfield accessible to amphibious assaults.
As with the American Airfield, the main road circling the island cuts right through the
Japanese Airfield. Keep an eye out for marauding Jeeps and other invaders.

American Task Force

Vehicles:
2 USN Fletcher Class
(Destroyer)
1 USN Gato Class
(Submarine)
4 LCVP Higgins Boat

Defensive Features:
The American Task Force starts near the American
Airfield, uncomfortably close to the Japanese Task Force.
With both task forces on the east side of the island, naval
conflict is almost inevitable.
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4 Machine Guns

Other:
2 Ammo Boxes
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Location: Map Grid E4
(approximately)
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Beyond that, the destroyers are extremely valuable as
amphibious assault platforms. Their big guns make a difference when it comes to taking the Village and Outpost
control points.

Japanese Task Force
Location: Map Grid F6
(approximately)
Vehicles:
2 IJN Akizuki Class
(Destroyer)
1 U-Boat Type VII C
(Submarine)
4 Dai-Hatsu 14M

Defensive Features:
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The Japanese Task Force has the same number and type
4 Machine Guns
of ships as the American Task Force, and faces the same
Other:
stand-off considerations. Starting so close to the American
2 Ammo Boxes
ships presents an immediate tactical disadvantage.
To get an upper hand, use your two aircraft to strike
the enemy ships. Use the submarine to attack the American ships as well, but keep your
distance from the destroyers.

TE

American
and
Japanese
ships aren't available
in single-player and multiplayer Co-op games.

NO

Control Point A: Allied Bunker
Location: Map Grid D4
Initial Control: American
Vehicles:
1 Light Tank (M4 Sherman or
Chi Ha 97)

Defensive Features:
None

Other:
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The Allied Bunker sits high atop a steep hill at the north
1 Ammo Box
end of the island. The sheer slopes surrounding this
1 First Aid Cabinet
control point make it difficult to capture if it's properly
defended.
The top of the hill is accessible along a shallow slope to the northwest. On
the offense, take this path with the spawned light tank; defenders should keep
an eye on the path.
The Bunker's elevated position affords a fantastic
view of the southeast approach. With binoculars or
sniper scopes, scouts can also see the Village. If the
Village falls into enemy hands, this is a great spot for
sniping and calling in artillery strikes.
When defending, stay inside the Bunker if
possible. It provides cover from enemy
fire, including incoming bombs and
artillery shells. If the control point
comes under attack, toss grenades
down the hill—the nearby Ammo Box
gives you an endless supply. A few
explosive charges along the northwest
slope can provide protection, too, if
they're detonated at the right time.
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Control Point B: Village
Location: Map Grid E5
Initial Control: Neutral
Vehicles:
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1 Light Tank (M4 Sherman or
Chi Ha 97)
1 Artillery (M7 Priest or
SdKfz.124 Wespe)
1 Car (Willys Overland Jeep
MB or VW Type 82
Kübelwagen)

The most central and best fortified of the two neutral
Defensive Features:
control points, the Village is almost always the center of
the battle. The three small buildings may not look like
None
much, but they're capable of housing many defenders
Other:
who can fire through the windows in all approachable
directions.
1 Ammo Box
Unless an attacker gets lucky and zips a tank shell
1 First Aid Cabinet
through a window or doorway, the occupants are relatively safe from heavy attacks. A room-to-room search of
each building is needed to fully secure the Village—and that's the easy part. Just getting
near the Village can be difficult, especially if it's heavily defended.
The best approach is along the beach to the east, so amphibious landings may prove
useful. The beach is lower and allows attackers to get within grenade range before
exposing themselves to the defender's line of sight.
Another attack option is to load a
half-track and drive along the eastern
shoreline toward the Village. Make
sure enemy destroyers aren't nearby.

Control Point C: Axis Bunker
Location: Map Grid E5
Initial Control: Japanese
Vehicles:
1 Light Tank (M4 Sherman or
Chi Ha 97)

Defensive Features:
None

Other:
Like the Allied Bunker, the Axis Bunker is atop a steep
1 Ammo Box
hill, this time on the south side of the island. A long
1 First Aid Cabinet
L-shaped earthen ramp leads up from the south,
providing a gradual approach for vehicles. Infantry can
traverse the northwest side of the hill, albeit with some effort.
Unlike the Allied Bunker, this one provides a clearer view of the Village to the north.
You can even turn the light tank around from its spawned position and accurately shell
the Village center.
Scouts are very effective when attacking the Village from this position. They can peer
through the open window and doorway with their sniper scopes, picking off enemy
troops hiding in the building in the southwest corner of the Village. When using this
point as a sniper post, stay in the bunker for extra protection and concealment.

Control Point D: Outpost
Initial Control: Neutral
Vehicles:
1 Light Tank (M4 Sherman or
Chi Ha 97)
1 Car (Willys Overland Jeep
MB or VW Type 82
Kübelwagen)

Defensive Features:
The Outpost, the only control point on the island's west
side, is not only remote but also extremely difficult to
defend. It consists of nothing more than a few sandbags and
a guard tower, so defenders haven't much to work with—
unless they have a destroyer just offshore.
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None

Other:
1 Ammo Box
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Location: Map Grid D5
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The Outpost isn't easy to attack, either. It's tucked between a mountain to the east and
a steep (but accessible) shoreline to the west. The most direct avenue of attack is along
the road from the west. This road originates near the Village and cuts across the island
through a narrow valley. The Outpost is also adjacent to the main coastal road circling
the island, making attacks from the north and south a possibility.
A distant defense is your best option, given the scarcity of places to hide. Place scouts
and other defenders high on hills and mountains to pick off enemies before they get close
to the control point, and booby-trap the Outpost with explosive charges and mines.
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Allied Strategy
Capturing and holding the Village is the
key to an Allied victory, but you have to
get there before the Japanese. The quickest
way is to drop a scout or engineer from
the back seat of the Dauntless, but sometimes such coordination among your
teammates doesn't work out.
From the Allied Airfield, send a Jeep
with a scout and engineer. The Allied
Bunker is closer, but the Jeep's speed
makes up for the distance, placing you
way ahead of friendly troops spawning at
the Bunker.
After you arrive and capture the Village,
The Jeep is the quickest way to get to the Village.
immediately get in the M4 Sherman and
turn it so the front armor faces south. While the scout inside fires at incoming Japanese
infantry and vehicles, position the engineer directly behind the tank to make repairs.
Meanwhile, move reinforcements from
the Allied Bunker into the Village buildings. The first few moments can be
extremely tense, but once you hold the
Village, the rest of the battle is a cakewalk.
Instead of taking the Outpost, concentrate on taking the Axis Bunker. Send a
few vehicles to the northwest side of the
hill, and use infantry to take the Bunker.
When you hold the three eastern control
points, Axis tickets start evaporating.

When the Village is secure, use your tanks and infantry to
move on the Axis Bunker.

Let the Japanese capture the Outpost, then use the valley between the Outpost and the
Village as a kill zone. In this narrow region, concentrated artillery and air strikes blow
away Japanese troops and armor attempting to attack the Village. Move armor along the
road at Map Grid E5 just north of the Japanese base.
Contain the enemy at these two chokepoints, and you can inflict enough casualties to
win the battle in short order. Watch out for flanking maneuvers. From the Outpost, the
Japanese can still use the main road to reach your Airfield. Position some tanks along the
west side to keep the Japanese from breaking out.
Their aircraft also pose a threat, so keep your turret-mounted machine guns ready. If
you have destroyers available, shell the Japanese Airfield, concentrating on the aircraft
and tank spawn points.

Axis Strategy

When three of four control points are
in Japanese control, dig in and wait for
the Americans to bring the battle to you.
The strongest defensive position is the
Village, so use it to your advantage. If you
leave the Allied Bunker untouched, most
of the U.S. troops spawn there.
Use the Wespe at the Village to shell this
Bunker continuously—a scout can spot it
with binoculars from the Village. Bring
tanks and other vehicles forward from the
Airfield to block enemy advances. Watch
the east and west coasts, which are likely
Don't forget to reinforce your control points.
avenues for flanking maneuvers.
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The Axis Bunker provides a clear view of the Village. Snipe
from this spot.

The Village is also the main focus of the
Japanese strategy. Use a Val or Kübelwagen
to get there quickly and set up the appropriate defenses. Americans from the Allied
Bunker are the first to arrive from the
North. Jump in the newly spawned Chi
Ha 97 and hold back the initial attack.
Meanwhile, send another Kübelwagen
from the Airfield toward the Outpost. Use
the coastal road on the west side of the
island, where you're less likely to run into
American troops. Reinforce the captured
control points with troops from the Axis
Bunker, and spawn new troops at these
forward positions as soon as possible.
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Station engineers at the Outpost to mine the coastal road on the west side of the map
to keep American armor from breaking through. Follow up with frequent air patrols and
try to keep the American ships from posing a threat.
The destroyers carry landing craft, which makes a new invasion possible at almost any
point. If you heavily defend your control points, even the most coordinated amphibious
assaults fail.

Guadalcanal Tactics
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Naval Support
When both sides have ships, it can be
difficult to figure out how to use them
effectively. Ships can be used for a variety
of tasks—bombardment, amphibious
landings, or simply to take out enemy
ships—but don't let that distract you from
the main goal of capturing and defending
the island's control points. Destroyers and
subs merely perform a supporting role.
Destroyers are great for bombarding
enemy ground targets and spawn points,
but can prove counterproductive when
your own ground forces move into the
target area. Watch the mini-map to make
The destroyer's guns are great for bombarding enemy
sure your target area is clear of friendly
targets, but watch out for your own troops.
forces.
Hard-to-defend control points such as the Outpost benefit greatly from a destroyer.
Anchor one off the coast and shell any enemies that get near.
Amphibious landings aren't of much
use on this map, because the island-based
spawn points are more than adequate. But
an occasional surprise attack from an
unexpected direction may catch the
enemy off guard. If nothing else works,
try this at the Village. Landing craft also
serve as gunboats, patrolling the coast and
strafing enemy troops.
Use your task force to prevent enemies
from using their own. At the outset, the
American and Japanese task forces are
evenly matched and only about a map
grid apart. Steam straight ahead, and you
Use your sub to sneak up on enemy destroyers.
should soon see the enemy ships.

Let the destroyers take on most assault duties while your sub performs a slight hook
maneuver so it can fire at the enemy destroyers' port or starboard sides—the bigger the
target, the more likely the torpedoes hit.
As your destroyers move into range, maneuver so that both fore and aft guns can hit
enemy ships. If you see the enemy sub, get close and either fire your guns at it or drop
depth charges. The depth charges inflict damage whether the sub is surfaced or
submerged.
Maneuver with care. The island's coast is to the west and a group of small islands lies
northeast. Running your ship aground is more than embarrassing. It essentially renders
the ship useless.

The Great Jeep Race
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This has nothing to do with combat or
winning the game, but racing fans have no
doubt realized that Guadalcanal makes a
great off-road race course. The coastal
road circling the map provides challenging
and scenic competition.
Gather all the Jeeps and Kübelwagens,
and you have up to six cars—more than
enough entries, considering the narrow
road and the harsh terrain. The Village
provides a central starting location for all
drivers, and an explosive charge sure beats
a starting pistol!
The west side of the island is scenic, but watch the road.
Prevent cheating by mining shortcuts.
Mines can even be used to spice up the course itself. Even if you avoid all manmade
obstacles, your vehicle is bound to take some damage from the environment—engineers
make great pit crews!
Use your imagination! A road race is an exercise in fun, but you can also pick up some
practical knowledge, including the layout of the map and how to handle different vehicles at high speeds over rough terrain.
Prizes are entirely up to you. Possibly the winner could have a shot at the vehicle of his
choice—without drawing the ire (or gunfire) of his teammates.

